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[ 49o ] 
XLIX.  On the Applicability of Lagrange's Equations of Motion 
in a General Class of fSroblems; with especial reference to 
the Motion of a Perforated Solid in a Liquid. By CH~_~LES 
V. BUItTOI~, D.Sc. • 
1. -][-.ET ~,  ~, . . .  be some only of the coordinates of a 
material system, so that when the values of ~,  ¢ , . . .  
are given the whole configuration is not completely determi- 
nate. But suppose it known that the kinetic energy T can 
be expressed as a )~omogeneous quadratic function of ~, ~ , . . .  
only ; so that we may write 
(4f~), (~¢) , , . .  are functions of ~,  ~b,... on ly - "  " (1) 
We also suppose it known that (1) contimtes to ]told good s  
:Zo~g as the only (generalized)forces and impulses acting are of 
types corresponding to 
~, 4, . . . . . . . . . . .  (2) 
2. Suppose, now, that such impulses of these types were to 
act on the system that +, 6 , . .  were all reduced to zero ; the 
expression for the kinetic energy would accordingly vanish, 
and the system would be at rest. By supposing the last 
operation to be reversed, we see that the motion at any 6mant 
could be l~rod~ced from rest by imp~dses of the types corre- 
sponding to 
¢, . . .  o ,  lv . . . . . . .  (3) 
3. Let x, y, z be the Cartesian coordinates at time r of a 
mass-element m referred to fixed axes, and let T be the kinetic 
energy of the system at the same instant. Further, let A be 
the "act ion"  when the system moves without additional con- 
straint from one configuration to another, and A+$A the 
action when by workless constralnts the path is slightly 
modified, so that in place of the coordinates x, y, z we have 
x+~x,y+~y, z+~z. Then'f 
+ a term which necessarily vanishes ; (4) 
where [ ] and { } denote the values of the quantities enclosed 
at the beginning and end of the motion considered. 
Suppose further that, both at the beginning and at the end, 
the values of 4F, ~ . . .  are the same for the one motion as tbr 
* Communicated by the Physical Society : read March 10, ]893. 
l" Thomson and Tait'S ~ Natural Philosophy,' 2rid edit. Part I. § 327. 
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On Lagrange's Equations of Motion. 491 
the other, so that initially and finally ~,  ~b,. . .  are all zero. 
I t  does not follow that all the $x, $y, ~z's are zero ; but 
Xm(~x + ~y + ~z) 
is the so-called "virtual moment" of the actual momenta in 
the hypothetical displacement 3x, Sy, Sz ; that is, the virtual 
moment, in the same displacement, of the impulse necessary 
to produce the actual motion from rest. In virtue of (3)~ 
therefore, and of the initial and final vanishing of $4F, ~b,. . .  
we see that the bracketed terms of (4) must both be zero ; 
hence 
The increment ~A vanis]~es and A has a stationary value for 
all worklessly elected variations of path which leave the 
initial and final values of 4F, 4, . . . .  unaltered. (5) 
4. Lagrange's equations for the coordinates ~, 4 , " "  may 
now be ~ritten down at once, since the investigation of 
Thomson and Tait* becomes applicable to the present case 
without modification. It will be noticed that in their equa- 
tions (10)" and (10) "i, § 3277 the sign of 5V/5~ should be 
reversed. 
We have thus a perfectly general proof of the proposition : 
I f  the kinetic energy of a material system can be expressed as a 
homo#eneous quadratic function of certain generalized velocitks 
+, only, the coct clents  eing / nctlons of +, only, 
and ~f this remains always true so long as the only forces and 
impulses acting are of types corresponding to ~,  ~, . . . ,  the 
equations of motion for the coordinates 4F, ~,.. . . may be written 
down from this expression for the energy, ,n accordance with 
the Lagrangian rule. .Provided only that the stated conditions 
are satiated, we need not consider whether the whole configura- 
tion is determined by the values of ~,  dp~...~ or what is the 
nature of the ignored coordinates . . . . . . . . .  (A) 
5. Passing over the known application of this result o the 
motion of solids through an irrotationally and acyclically 
moving liquid, we come to the more general case of a perfo- 
rated solid, with liquid irrotationally circulating through the 
apertures. Take as coordinates any six 0, 0~...  which deter- 
mine the position of the solid, together with X, Z~,... equal 
in number (m) to the apertures; each X being the volume 
of liquid which, starting from a given configuration, has flowed 
across Some one of the m geometrical surfaces~ required to 
close the apertures, these surfaces being supposed to move 
along with the solid. 
Of' course the coordinates 0, 0/,... Z~ XI~ "'" are insufficient 
* Zoc. tit. 
2M2 
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492 Dr. C. V. Burton on the Motion of a 
to determine the entire configuration of the system (including 
the positions of all the particles of liquid); but we shall see 
immediately how, in virtue of the proposition (A), Lagrange's 
equations may be written down. 
6. Since an increment B X in one of the coordinates X is the 
volume of liquid which flows across a barrier-surfi~ce (i. e., 
which flows through an aperture relativelff to the solid), the 
generalized force corresponding to X must be conceived of as 
a uniform pressure xerted over the said geometrical surface, 
by means of some immaterial mechanism attached to the solid; 
while the impulse corresponding to X is of course a uniform 
impulsive pressure applied in the same manner. From hydro- 
dynamical considerations we know that the measure of such an 
impulsive pressure is p~,  where p is the density of the fluid, 
and &¢ the change produced in the circulation through the 
corresponding aperture. 
Hence the impulses corresponding to X, X ' , " -  are 
~p, ~p, . . . . . . . .  (6) 
where ~, ~, . . .  are the circulations through the various 
aper tu,'es. 
7. Now when the motion of the liquid is irrotational, we 
have  
T = a homogeneous quadratic function of 0, ~r . . .  to, x~... 
only ; coefficients functions of 0, 0'. . .  only;.  . 
~, "', = homogeneous linear functions of 6, 0', 
/ " " f to, t¢ ~... only ; coefficxents functions of 0, 8 , . . .  only. 
Since the ~'s are equal in number to the ~'s, let us suppose 
the last-written system of linear equations to be solved for 
the tc's in terms of the ~'s ; we then have 
to, t~', . . . .  homogeneous linear functions of 0, 0r,... X, )~'," • only; 
coefficients functions of O, or,.., only. 
Substituting in the expression for T we get 
T = a homogeneous quadratic function of t~, t~',... X,)~'," "" only; 
coefficients functions of 0, 0', . . .  only. 
This, then, remains true so long as the motion of the liquid is 
irrotational; in other words~ so long as the only forces and 
impulses acting are of types corresponding to 0, 0 r, . . .  (since 
these are applied to the solid), X, X ' , ' "  (since these are 
uniform over the barriers, by § 6). 
I f  we identity( ~,  q~,.., with the coordinates t~, t~',... X, X'," • 
of the present example, we see that the proposition (A) of § 4 
is immediately applicable to this case. We may therefbre 
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Perforated Solid in a Liquid. 493 
ignore all other coordinates, and from the kinetic energy 
expressed as a function of 0, 0' , . . .  X, ~ , " "  write down the 
Lagrangian equations for O, 0', .... and, if we wish, for ~, X~,... 
also. These latter, however, are less directly intelligible, 
since in general they involve finite pressures continuously 
acting over geometrical surfaces drawn through the liquid. 
8. If we wish to picture the application of the principle of 
least action (§ 3) to the present case, we may proceed as 
follows:--Let the system start from the configuration (I.) 
and move without additional constraint or influence to the 
configuration (II.). Then let it start again from the confi- 
guration (1.)with the same velocities as before, and during 
the motion let infiniLesimal additional forces act on the solid, 
while infinitesimal pressures, uniform over each barrier- 
surface, are impressed on the liquid ; the total rate at which 
the additional influences do work being at each instant zero. 
Further, let the additional influences be so adjusted that the 
system, after following a slightly different path, passes through 
a configuration such that O, 0' , . . .  E, XI, "'" are all the same 
as for (lI.). Then, to pass from the configuration (II.) to the 
present configuration requires no displacement of the solid~ 
and only such displacement of the liquid that the total volume 
which crosses any barrier-surface is zero. In such a change 
of configuration impulses of the types 0, 0',. . .  X, Xl,... would 
have no "virtual moment," just as forces applied to the solid 
and uniform pressures applied to the barrier-surfaces would 
give rise to no vil~ual work. 
9. At this stage it will be convenient to replace ~', ~ , . . .  
by the components u, v, w of linear velocity and p, q, r of 
angular velocity, which determine the instantaneous motion 
of the solid along and about axes fixed in itself. The Lagran- 
gian equations for the six coordinates O, ~, . . .  must accord- 
ingly be replaced by the forms suitable to moving axes. The 
expression for the energy in terms of the velocities now 
becomes a homogeneous quadratic fimetion of u, v, w, 1o, q, r, 
X, ~, " "  in which all the coefficients are known to be 
constants. 
Let us apply the method due to Routh *, and modify this 
function with respect o the coordinates X, X','- • If T be the 
value of the kinetic energy in terms of the velocities alone, the 
modified function (i. e. the kinetic part of Routh's modified 
Lagrangian function) 
(7) 
. .  
• ' Rigid Dynamics,' vol. i. chap. viii. 
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49~ Dr. C.V. Burton on the Motion of a 
from (6). It is farther known tha~ the whole energy of the 
system 
=E+K,  . . . . . . .  (8) 
where E is a function of u . . . ,  p . . . ,  only, and K is a function 
of the momenta p only. Suppose, now, that the solid were 
brought o rest by forces applied to it alone : E would vanish 
along with u, v, w, p, q, r, while the circulations K, and con- 
sequently also K, would remain unaltered. The generalized 
velocities %, X/,... would in general have changed, becoming, 
let us suppose %0, 5o',... and the kinetic energy would 
accordingly have become 
. . . )  . . . . . .  (',,) 
Now let 
 =50+Z, . . . . .  ( l o )  
so that each 51 is that part of the flux of liquid (volume per 
unit time) which takes place across a barrier-surface owing to 
the motion of the solid itself. 
Having regard to (8), (9), and (10) our equation (7) for 
T t becomes 
T'-=(E+ K)--2K--~pXt--~dpX 1' . . . .  (11) 
Let us write for the velocity-potential of the acycllc mo6on 
• =u¢~+v~o+w4~+p4~+qCq+~4,  , (12) 
and for the value of X1 across the barrier-surface g we have 
5, -  f t . ;a® - [u l+w+ wn -JJ L-~ 
where z,y, z are the coordinates of the element d~ and l, m, n 
are the dlrection-cosines of its normal v, all referred to the 
system of axes fixed in the solid. From (12) and (13) sub- 
stitute in ( l l )  ; thus 
T ' .=E- -K+u~xpl [? l - -~-~)d¢+s imi la r  te ms in V,W~ 
pJa2.\ v r / .  
+_pEIcp ny -- m. - -  terms in (14) f f (  ~ 5qbP~do- + similar 
where the summation refers to the m barriers. 
Remembering (8) i~ will be seen that T l is now expressed 
in the proper ibrm~ namely as a function of u, v, w~p, q, r, and 
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Perforated Solid n a Liquid. 495 
the momenta •p, £p,.. .  only. By means of the relations 
d~V ~T' . ~T t ~. 
dt ~u - - r -~  -b q ~-~. ---- ~, &c., &c. 
d bT r bT' bT' bT I . bT' 
d--t3p - -w~-~+v~ - - r~ - t -q-~ =L,  &c., &c. 
the equations of motion of the solid can at once be written 
down. X,. . . ,  L , . . . ,  are of course impressed force-and couple- 
constituents. 
10. Since the kinetic er/ergy duo to any number of per- 
forated solids, moving in circulating liquid, can be divided 
into two parts, of which one is a function of the component 
velocities of the solids alone, and the other a function of the 
circulation-momenta alone, the above method may obviously be 
extended ; ~n fact a slight change in (14) will render it at 
once applicable to the more general case. We shall have,~ 
evidently, 
T '= E -  K + :i,u~,Kp ~[l--3d?~)da + similar terms in v, w, 
3J \ / 
+EpE~p ny-mz--  ~- )  +similar terms in i f (  ~bp d~ q, r, (15) 
where E is still the energy due to the motion of the solids and 
the acyclic motion of the liquid, and K the energy due to the 
circulations. In each barrier-term the first ~ denotes um- 
mation with respect to all the solids, and for each u or p, &c., 
the second Z denotes summation with respect to all the barriers 
of the system. 
These hydrodynamical results are not new, but the method 
of proof is in some respects different from anything that has 
yet been given, and will, I hope, be found intelligible and fairly 
simple. In an admirable memoir, jus~ communicated to the 
Physical Society, Mr. Bryan has given a direct hydrodynamical 
proof of the equations holding good for the motion of the 
system in question ; but it seemed to me also desirable that 
the problem should be rigorously treated by the method of 
generalized coordinates, avoiding any assumption as to the 
impulse of the cyclic motion, and proceeding entirely from the 
principles established by Lagrange, and extended by Hamilton, 
Routh, and Hayward. 
When this paper was in proof it contained some remarks 
on the ignoration of coordinates, as treated in Thomson and 
Tait's 'i~atural Philosophy '~. Calling X, X~, "'" the i~de. 
* Part !. § 319, example {3. 
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496 Mr. A. B. Basset on the Finite 
pendent coordinates which, together with ~, ~b,... determine 
the whole configuration of the system in §§ 1 , . . . ,  it was 
suggested that, in hydrodynamical nd kindred applications, 
there was a difficulty in proving that ~T/Sx, 5T/'OX',... 
were all zero. 
But the difficulty, if indeed it should exist, is easily removed. 
For since the actual motion atany instant could be generated 
from rest by impulses of types corresponding to 4,,, q~,.., only, 
we have throughout the motion 
and by the Lagrangian equations for Z, Z ' , . . . ,  since all the 
generalized forces are of types corresponding to 4F~ ~b,..., 
we get 
whence 
dST 5T dST 3T =0,... 
dt ~ ~)X =0'  dt ~)~' ~X' 
ST=o, ~T=O, . . . .  
L. .Note on the Finite Bending of T]dn Shells. 
~/!/A. B. BASSET, M.A., F.R.S.* 
1. -~THEN a thin shell of any form is bent in any manner, 
• v the most convenient way of obtaining the equations of 
equilibrium is to consider the stresses which act on a small 
element of the shell bounded by four lines of curvature on the 
deformed middle surface. If 0 A D B be a small curvilinear 
Fig. 1. 
c 
rectangle bounded by 
A D~ D B, and B O, .the 
pointed out in my previous papers J') consist of' the following 
* Communicated b~the Author. 
t Prec. Lend, Mat . Soc. vol. xxi. pp. 33and 53; Phil. Trans. 1890, 
p. 438. 
the four lines of curvature O A, 
stresses across the section A D (as 
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